TO BEGIN:
Salted Edamame

TEMPURA:
3.00

SUSHI SELECTION:
Our expertly prepared sushi comes in one of the
following formats:
Nigiri:
Nigiri is a specific type of sushi consisting of a
slice of raw fish over pressed vinegared rice,
smeared with Wasabi paste.
Maki:
Maki is a type of roll in which the seaweed wrap
is on the outside of the roll. It is made up of layers
of raw or cooked fish or shellfish, vegetables and
vinegared rice on a sheet of dried sea kelp
rolled into a cylinder and then cut into pieces.
Futo-Maki:
Futo-Maki is a type of Japanese sushi that is
rolled into a thick long cylinder - it is made up of
rice and fillings, wrapped in dried roasted
seaweed, and then sliced into smaller bite-sized
pieces.

Salmon
Yellowtail
Tuna
Eel
Prawn

Nigiri
(2)

Maki
(6)

FutoMaki
(6)

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00

8.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
8.00

URAMAKI SELECTION:
This type of sushi has the rice and filling on the
outside and the seaweed layer on the inside
and is finished with tossed sesame seeds.
4 Pieces 6 Pieces
California
Salmon Teriyaki
Prawn
Dragon Roll
Salmon Avokado

7.00
7.00
7.00
8.50
6.50

12.50
12.50
12.50
15.50
12.00

SASHIMI:
Sashimi is fresh, raw fish that is sliced very thinly
and served uncooked. A traditional Japanese
dish, it is usually served with daikon radish,
pickled ginger, wasabi and soy sauce.

Salmon
Tuna
Herring

4 Pieces

8 Pieces

8.50
9.50
8.00

15.00
17.00
15.00

If you suffer from a food allergy or intolerance
please tell a member of staff when you place
your order. Our menu allows us to alter some
dishes to accommodate your allergy as we can
substitute or remove ingredients.

Prawn Tempura

7.00

Vegetable Tempura

5.50

Popcorn Tempura

6.00

SPECIALITIES AND HOT DISHES:
Yuk Sung

9.50

Chicken Dumplings

6.00

Yakitori Chicken

7.00

Beef with Black Truffle

28.00

Beef Strips with Wasabi

20.00

Black Cod

25.00

Salmon Pak Choy

14.00

Rock Shrimp

15.00

SALADS:
Crab and Avocado

6.50

Chicken, Seaweed and Apple

6.50

Lobster, Chilli and Coconut

6.50

SIDE DISHES:
Pak Choy

3.00

Pay Choy with Garlic and
Oyster Sauce

3.50

Singapore Noodles

4.00

Steamed Rice

3.50

Steamed Rice with Coconut

4.00

Sauté Spinach

4.50

Japanese Mushrooms

5.00

If you suffer from a food allergy or intolerance
please tell a member of staff when you place
your order. Our menu allows us to alter some
dishes to accommodate your allergy as we can
substitute or remove ingredients.

Set Menus
Sets for two
TOKYO
- california rainbow 8 pcs
- salmon makI 6 pcs
- tuna nigiri 2 pcs
- prawn nigiri 2pcs
27,00
SUSHI & SASHIMI
- tuna sashimi 4pcs
- salmon sashimi 4pcs
- sweet prawn sashimi 4 pcs
- salmon nigiri 2pcs
- tuna nigiri 2pcs
- california rainbow 4pcs
33,00
Sets for four
KYOTO
- california rainbow 8pcs
- salmon teriyaki roll 8pcs
- salmon maki 6pcs
- tuna maki 6pcs
-salmon nigiri 4pcs
-tuna nigiri 4pcs
-prawn nigiri 4pcs
59,00
NIPPON
- sashimi selection 18pcs
-california rainbow 8pcs
-salmon nigiri 4pcs
-tuna nigiri 4pcs
- prawn nigiri 4pcs
-salmon avocado roll 8pcs
66,00

If you suffer from a food allergy or intolerance
please tell a member of staff when you place
your order. Our menu allows us to alter some
dishes to accommodate your allergy as we can
substitute or remove ingredients.

If you suffer from a food allergy or intolerance
please tell a member of staff when you place
your order. Our menu allows us to alter some
dishes to accommodate your allergy as we can
substitute or remove ingredients.

